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Abstract

A full-scale crash test of the Sikorsky Advanced Composite Airframe Program (ACAP) helicopter

was performed in 1999 to generate experimental data for correlation with a crash simulation developed

using an explicit nonlinear, transient dynamic finite element code. The airframe was the residual flight
test hardware from the ACAP program. For the test, the aircraft was outfitted with two crew and two troop

seats, and four anthropomorphic test dummies. While the results of the impact test and crash simulation

have been documented fairly extensively in the literature, the focus of this paper is to present the detailed

occupant response data obtained from the crash test and to correlate the results with injury prediction
models. These injury models include the Dynamic Response Index (DRI), the Head Injury Criteria (HIC),

the spinal load requirement defined in FAR Part 27.562(c), and a comparison of the duration and

magnitude of the occupant vertical acceleration responses with the Eiband whole-body acceleration

tolerance curve.

Introduction

In 1999, a full-scale crash test of a

prototype composite helicopter was performed
at the Impact Dynamics Research Facility

(IDRF) that is located at NASA Langley
Research Center in Hampton, VA. The iDRF is

a 240-ft. high gantry structure that has been

used for conducting full-scale crash tests of light

aircraft and rotorcraft since the early 1970's [1].

The helicopter was the flight test article built by

Sikorsky Aircraft under sponsorship by the U.S.

Army during the Advanced Composite Airframe

Program (ACAP). The purpose of the ACAP
was to demonstrate the potential of advanced

composite materials to save weight and cost in
airframe structures while achieving systems

compatibility and meeting Army requirements for
vulnerability, reliability, maintainability, and

survivability. In 1981, the US Army awarded

separate contracts to Bell Helicopter Textron
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and Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation to design and
manufacture helicopters constructed primarily of

advanced composite materials. Each company
manufactured three airframes, and one

helicopter airframe from each company was

equipped to become a flying prototype. Crash
tests of the Bell and Sikorsky ACAP static test

articles were conducted in 1987 at the NASA

IDRF by the US Army to demonstrate their crash

performance [2, 3].

In 1997, the US Army Aviation Applied

Technology Directorate (AATD) established a
Science and Technology Objective (STO) in

crash modeling and simulation. The Army

Research Laboratory's Vehicle Technology

Directorate (ARL-VTD) was selected by AATD

as the primary performing organization for the
STO. The purpose of the STO was to establish

a standardized and validated structural crash

dynamics modeling and simulation capability
from a single selected off-the-shelf computer

code that would satisfy the need for a

crashworthy performance and design evaluation

tool. As part of the STO, a full-scale crash test



of the SikorskyACAPresidualflighttestarticle
wasplannedto generateexperimentaldatafor
correlationwiththecrashsimulation.In 1998,
AATDcancelledtheSTO;however,theoriginal
plansfor the crashtest and modelvalidation
werecontinuedunderthe supportof the NASA
AviationSafetyProgram[4]. Forthe test,the
aircraftwasoutfittedwithtwocrewandtwotroop
seats,andfouranthropomorphictestdummies.
Thecrashsimulationwasperformedusingthe
nonlinear, explicit transient dynamic code
MSC.Dytran[5]andtheresultsof thevalidation
studyhave been publishedin References6
through9. Experimentalresultsfromthecrash
test have been reported in Reference10
includingthe crash sequenceof events,an
assessmentof structural deformationand
fuselagedamage,andthedynamicresponseof
theairframeandlargemassitemssuchasthe
enginesand rotor transmission. The seat
damage was described fairly extensively;
however,only a limitedamountof occupant
responsedatawasreported.

=3,

The objectivesof this paper are to
presenttheoccupanttestdataobtainedduring
the full-scalecrashtest of the SikorskyACAP
helicopterandtocorrelatetheresultswithinjury
predictionmodels. Thesemodelsincludethe
DynamicResponseIndex(DRI),theHeadInjury
Criteria (HIC), the spinal load requirement
defined in FAR Part 27.562 (c), and a
comparisonof occupantvertical acceleration
responses with the Eiband whole-body
accelerationtolerancecurve.

Full-Scale Crash Test

Pre- and post-test photographs of the

Sikorsky ACAP helicopter are shown in Figure 1.

The measured impact conditions were 38-ft/s
vertical and 32.5-ft/s horizontal velocity, with

6.25 ° nose-up pitch and 3.5 ° left-down roll.

Also, a 9.6°/second nose-up pitch angular

velocity was induced as a result of the

pendulum-swing drop test procedure [10, 11].

Right and Left Crew Dummies and Seats

A 50th percentile male Hybrid II

anthropomorphic test dummy, weighing

approximately 170-1bs., was used to represent

the pilot in the right front crew position. The
dummy was instrumented with tri-axial
accelerometers located in the head, chest, and

pelvis. A lumbar load cell was installed to

measure the spinal compressive force response.
Additional load cells were used to measure the

force in the lap and shoulder belts. The pilot

was placed in a used commercial military-

qualified helicopter seat provided by the US

Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory

(USAARL). This seat contained two invertube

energy absorbers. New MA-16 inertia locking
reels were used with lap and shoulder belts to

restrain the dummy occupant during the test.
Accelerometers were mounted to the seat pan to
measure forward and vertical acceleration. Tri-

axial accelerometers were located on the floor

near the seat attachment to the seat rail. The

seat rails in the helicopter had rear longitudinal

adjustment holes.

(a) Pre-test photograph.

(b) Post-test photograph.

Figure 1. Pre- and post-test photographs of the

Sikorsky ACAP helicopter.

The USAARL supplied a fully

instrumented modified Hybrid III 50th percentile

dummy with a self-contained data acquisition

system (DAS) for the left front crew (copilot).

This dummy weighed approximately 198-1bs and

was the only dummy to be outfitted with a
helmet for the test. The modifications to the

dummy include the EME Corp. internal data

acquisition system incorporated into the pelvis

as well as a unique spine. The rigid spine box of

the Hybrid III was replaced with a flexible spine

consisting of rubber disc segments between
each rib level as well as two torsional joints.

The head of the Hybrid III dummy was replaced

with a Hybrid II head because of the more

representative anthropometry features and

helmet fit compatibility.

Data collected for the copilot dummy
included head accelerations in three directions;



T-1 thoracicaccelerationsin threedirections;
headpitchrate;C-1cervicalhead/neckforces
andmoments;T-1thoracicforcesandmoments;
torsosternumaccelerationsin twodirections;
and lumbarforcesandmoments.Also,floor-
level accelerationswere recorded in three
directions. The T-1 thoracicaccelerometers
werelocatedat the baseof the neckandthe
torsosternumaccelerometerswerelocatedin
thefrontofthechest. Inall,29channelsofdata
werecollectedat 10,000samples/secondusing
theself-containedDAS.

Thecopilotdummywassecuredin a
used commercialmilitary-qualifiedhelicopter
seatof a differentdesignthan the pilotseat.
This seat contained six "torshock"energy
absorbers.Likewise,anMA-16inertiallocking
reel wasusedin conjunctionwiththe restraint
systemto limitthedisplacementof thedummy
occupantduringthetest. Twoaccelerometers
were mountedto the seat pan to measure
forwardandverticalacceleration,and tri-axial
accelerometerswerelocatedon thefloornear
theseatattachmentto theseatrail. Loadcells
wereinstalledto measurelapandshoulderbelt
forces.Becausethefore-aftadjustingpinforthe
crewseatsusedin this testwaslocatedat the
frontleg,holesweredrilledinthefrontrailatthe
averagelongitudinallocation.Theseatswere
alsoadjustedtothe middleverticalpositionsto
allow a maximum vertical stroke of
approximately14.5inches.Theseatpanwould
contacttheflexibleseatwellbottomat a stroke
of 13.5inches.

Duringexaminationofthecopilotafterthetest,a
fragmentof clothwasfoundon the leftsideof
thedummy'sforeheadindicatingcontactwiththe
knee.Thisdiscoveryprovidesevidencethatthe
naturalslackin therestraintsystemallowedthe
dummy'sheadto rotateover and eventually
strikeits knee.TheMA-16inertiareelswerenot
manuallylockedbeforethetest. Afterthe test
bothinertiareelswerefoundlockedpreventing
additionalwebbingfrombeingpulledout. The
copilot seat essentially"bottomedout" with
approximately14.5inchesof stroke.Inaddition,
therewasevidencethattheseatpanimpacted
thebottomoftheseatwell.

(a)Pilotdummy.

I Pin and latching
"_, mechanism

Following the test, measurements were

made indicating that the pilot seat stroked

approximately 9 inches of the total 14.5 inches
available. It was determined that the outboard

pin attaching the pilot seat to the seat rail was

either not properly engaged in the seat rail hole
or came loose during the impact. Without the

outboard pin restraint, the seat rotated inward

about the remaining inboard pin and the seat

pan struck the front seat well frame instead of

stroking down into the well. A post-test

photograph of the pilot dummy is shown in

Figure 2(a). The final position of the pilot seat is
shown in Figure 2(b). The pin moved

approximately 4 inches forward of its original
location.

A post-test photograph of the copilot

dummy and left crew seat is shown in Figure 3.

Pin hole

(b) Forward motion of the unpinned pilot seat.

Figure 2. Post-test photographs of the pilot
(right crew) and seat.

The filtered vertical acceleration time-

histories of the pilot floor, seat pan, and chest

locations are given in Figure 4(a). The data

were filtered using a 2-pole Butterworth low-

pass digital filter with a cut-off frequency of 60-
Hz. The data were filtered both forward and

backward in time to eliminate any phase shift.

The same low-pass digital filter was used to filter

the test data shown in all of the plots in the



presentpaper,exceptwherenoted.Thepilot's
energyabsorbingseat reducedthe vertical
accelerationpeak from 93-g on the floor to
approximately40-gat theseatpan. Thechest
accelerationpeakis slightlylowerat 36-gandis
delayedin timeby.01seconds.Likewise,the
filteredverticalaccelerationtime-historiesat the
copilotfloor,seatpan,andchest(torsosternum)
locationsare plotted in Figure 4(b). The
copilot'senergyabsorbingseat reducedthe
verticalaccelerationpeakfrom 85.6-gon the
floorto approximately33-gat theseatpan.The
chest acceleration peak is of the same
magnitudeas the seat pan response,but is
delayedintimeby.025seconds.

thanthe first peak(40g's)whichoccurswhile
theseatisstillstroking.
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(a) Pilot acceleration responses.

Figure 3. Post-test photograph of the copilot (left
crew) dummy.

The crew seat pan accelerations are

higher than desired and may be attributed to the

impact of the seat pan with the airframe
structure. It is also important to note that the

original energy absorbing nose gear that was
designed for the Sikorsky ACAP helicopter was
not available for this test. Instead, a standard

commercial nose gear that was retrofitted to

provide a nominal level of energy absorption
was installed on the helicopter. The retrofitted

nose gear did not provide sufficient energy
attenuation and failed early during the test. If

the original crashworthy nose gear had been
available, the combination of nose gear crushing

plus seat stroke might have lowered these
acceleration levels. The pilot (right crew) seat

stopped stroking at 0.156 seconds perhaps
because of the seat well impact. The seat

stroke stop time correlates with the second peak

acceleration time for the seat pan response.

This second peak acceleration (28 g's) is lower
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(b) Copilot acceleration responses.

Figure 4. Filtered vertical accelerations of the
crew floor, seat pan, and pelvis.

Right and Left Troop Dummies and Seats

Ceiling-suspended troop seats, each

with two wire bender energy absorbers, were

mounted in the rear cabin area. New wire

bender energy absorbers were installed in the

troop seats; however, these seats were used
and the seating material was in poor condition.

The seat pan consisted of a nylon mesh cloth
that was worn and oil-stained. Two Hybrid II

50th percentile anthropomorphic dummies, each

weighing approximately 170-1bs., were used to

represent the right and left troop occupants.
Both dummies were instrumented with tri-axial

accelerometers located in the chest. One



accelerometerwasmountedtotherearframeof
theseat,andtwoaccelerometerswereattached
tothefloornearthetroopseats.

Post-testphotographsof the rightand
lefttroopoccupantsareshowninFigure5. The
seat pan clothwas torn in both troopseats,
allowingthebuttocksof bothdummyoccupants
to displacedownwardthroughthe seatframe.
As a result,thewirebenderenergyabsorbers
exhibitedminimalstroking. The inboardwire
bender of the left troop seat stroked
approximately1 inchwhilethedisplacementsof
theotherwirebenderswereconsiderablyless.
Duringimpact,a largedownwarddeflectionof
the helicopter's roof at the wire bender
suspensionlocationwasobservedin thehigh-
speedfilm coverage.Thisroofdeflectionalso
limited the stroking of the wire bender
mechanism.Thefilmindicatesthatthebuttocks
of thedummiesmayhavecontactedthecabin
floor.

comparisonwiththecopilottestdatais possible.
Theeffectof theheadstrikeexperiencedbythe
copilotdummyis evidentin the large48-gpeak
in the forwardaccelerationresponseshownin
Figure7. In comparison,the peak vertical
accelerationis28-g.

(a)Righttroop.

Seat, Occupant, Restraint System, and

Structural Responses

The unfiltered head acceleration time

histories of the pilot and copilot dummies are

plotted in Figure 6 in the forward, side, and
vertical directions. Only the copilot forward head

response is shown in Figure 6(a) due to
anomalies in the pilot test data. The

acceleration responses indicate that the copilot

experienced a high-magnitude, short-duration

spike at 0.188 seconds during the pulse, as a
result of head strike. High-speed film coverage

shows that at 0.188 seconds the copilot's head

comes in contact with his knees. A head strike

is further indicated by a bit of green flight suit

fabric that was found embedded in the forehead

of the dummy slightly above the right eyebrow.

The dummy's head most likely contacted the

right knee. The film shows the head still moving
downward between the knees for an additional
.017 seconds before rebounding upward. The

spike at 0.188 seconds is observed in all three
copilot head acceleration responses with peaks

of 450-, 190-, and 42-g's in the forward, side,

and vertical directions, respectively.

The filtered T-1 thoracic acceleration

responses of the copilot dummy are shown in

Figure 7 for the forward, side, and vertical
directions. The pilot dummy was not

instrumented at this location; consequently, no

(b) Left troop.

Figure 5. Post-test photographs of the right and
left troop occupants.

Plots of filtered vertical chest

acceleration responses of the pilot and copilot,

and the right and left troop dummies are shown

in Figure 8. In general, the pilot and copilot

dummies experienced higher peak accelerations
than did the troop occupants. Plots of filtered

chest acceleration responses of the pilot and

copilot, and the right and left troop dummies are

shown in Figure 9 in the forward direction.

Again, the pilot and copilot experienced

significantly higher peak acceleration responses
than did the troop dummies.
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(b) Side acceleration.
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(C) Vertical acceleration.

Figure 6. Unfiltered pilot and copilot head
acceleration responses in three directions.
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Figure 7. Filtered copilot T-1 thoracic
acceleration responses in three directions.
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(b) Right and left troop.

Figure 8. Filtered vertical chest acceleration

responses of four dummies.
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(a) Pilot and copilot chest.
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(b) Right and left troop chest.

Figure 9. Filtered forward chest acceleration

responses of four dummies.

The filtered acceleration responses of

the pilot pelvis are shown in Figure 10 for the
forward, side, and vertical directions. The

copilot dummy was not instrumented with pelvic
accelerometers; consequently, no comparison

with the pilot test data is possible. As expected,

the peak vertical acceleration (40-g) is

significantly higher than either the forward (22-g)

or side (13-g) peak accelerations.

The filtered vertical seat pan

acceleration responses of the pilot, copilot, and

troop seats are shown in Figure 11. It should be
noted that the data for the troop seats was
obtained from accelerometers placed on the rear

seat frame, since the troop seats contained a

cloth seat pan. The acceleration pulse shapes

are similar for the pilot and copilot seat pans and

for the right and left troop seat frames.
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Figure 10. Filtered pilot pelvis acceleration

responses in three directions.
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(b) Right and left troop.

Figure 11. Filtered seat pan vertical acceleration

responses.
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The restraint systems of both the pilot

and copilot dummies were instrumented to
measure lap and shoulder belt loads. The lap

and shoulder belt responses are plotted in

Figure 12. Note that only the pilot shoulder

response is shown in Figure 12 due to
anomalies in the copilot test data. The FAR

27.562 (c) specifies that where upper torso

straps are used for crewmembers, tension loads
in individual straps must not exceed 1,750

pounds, and, if dual straps are used for

restraining the upper torso, the total strap
tension loads must not exceed 2,000 pounds

[12]. The restraint loads measured in the crew
dummies did not exceed these limits. The troop

restraint systems were not instrumented.
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Figure 12. Filtered restraint system loads for the
pilot and copilot.

Accelerometers were installed to record

floor-level acceleration responses in three

directions using the self-contained DAS in the

copilot dummy supplied by USAARL. In
addition, floor-level acceleration responses were

measured near the seat attachment points for

the pilot and copilot using the NASA data

acquisition system. The filtered acceleration

responses for these three locations are shown in

Figure 13. It is interesting to note the similarity
in the floor-level acceleration responses,

although the accelerometers were not mounted

in exactly the same location on the floor and the

signals were recorded on two different data

acquisition systems. These results provide
confidence in the quality and validity of the

experimental data.
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(b) Side acceleration responses.
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(c) Vertical acceleration responses.

Figure 13. Filtered acceleration responses of the

pilot and copilot seat floor as measured by the
NASA and USAARL data acquisition systems.



Injury Prediction

Dynamic Response Index (DRI)

One commonly used injury prediction

model is the Dynamic Response Index (DRI)

[13]. The DRI is derived from a simple one-
dimensional lumped-mass spring damper

system, as depicted in Figure 14. This model
was developed by the Air Force's Wright

Laboratory to estimate the probability of

compression fractures in the lower spine due to
acceleration in a pelvis-to-head direction, as

might be experienced by aircrew during ejection
seat incidents. Unfiltered vertical acceleration

responses of the seat pan of the pilot and

copilot, and the right and left troop were used as

input to compute the dynamic DRI. The
continuous DRI time histories for each occupant

are shown in Figure 15. The maximum DRI

values for the crew and troop dummies are

noted in the legend descriptions in Figure 15

and they range from 22.3 to 30. Operational

data from ejection seat incidents indicate that

the spinal injury rate for these DRI values are
from 40 to well over 50 percent, see References

14 and 15. In fact, DRI values above 24 have

not been correlated with either operational or

cadaver spinal injury rate.

__Spring natural

Damping ill _ frequency =

ratio = T' '_ 52.9 rad/s

0.224 I I

rlllllllillilllh
t

F(t)

Figure 14. Schematic drawing depicting the DRI
spinal cord injury model.

Occupant acceleration data are

compared with the continuous DRI responses in

Figure 16. For the pilot, both the chest and

pelvis vertical acceleration responses are

compared with the DRI in Figure 16(a). For the

copilot, the vertical acceleration response of the
torso sternum (chest) is compared with the DRI

in Figure 16(b). For the troop dummies, the
vertical chest acceleration responses are

compared with the DRI in Figures 16(c) and (d).

In general, the continuous DRI model under

predicts the peak accelerations of the pilot and

copilot responses, and over predicts the peak
accelerations of the troop responses. Also, the

time of occurrence of peak acceleration is

delayed for the DRI model in comparison with
the test data. The continuous DRI data for the

troop occupants must be viewed with caution,
since the cloth seat pan was torn during the test,

allowing the buttocks of the troop dummies to

displace through the seat frame.
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(b) Right and left troop.

Figure 15. Continuous DRI responses of the four

dummy occupants. The maximum DRI for each
curve is given in the label description.

The one-dimensional DRI model has

obvious limitations for application to impact

scenarios involving multi-directional acceleration

components. A more comprehensive method
was developed to account for acceleration



componentsin thethreeorthogonalaxesonthe
humanoccupant[16]. A FORTRANprogram
DYNRESP[17],obtainedfrom NASAJohnson
Space Center, was used to calculate the
dynamicresponseandinjuryriskassessmentof
aseatedoccupantbyanalyzingthemeasuredx,
y, andz linearaccelerationsof theseat. These
directionsare defined in Figure 17. The
dynamicresponseof theoccupantis modeled
bya mass,spring,anddampersystemattached
to the seat. Eachorthogonalaxisis modeled
witha differentspring-damperrepresentation.
Thecombineddynamicresponseandinjury-risk
arecalculatedfromEquation1. Thegeneralrisk
of injuryis calculatedbasedon the combined
dynamicresponsevaluesfor thethreeaxesand
the defineddynamicresponselimits in these
directions. Differentdynamicresponselimit
values,listed in Table 1, are used for low,
moderate,andhighrisk[16].
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(a) Pilot chest and pelvis data with DRI.
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(b) Copilot chest data with DRI.
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(c) Right troop chest data with DRI.
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(d) Left troop chest data with DRI.

Figure 16. Comparison of occupant responses
with the continuous DRI.

Z

X Flel

Figure 17. Axis system used to calculate the
combined DRI response.
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where DRX, DRY, and DRZ are the maximum

dynamic responses for the x-, y-, and z-axes;

DRXL, DRYL, and DRZL are the limit values
defined for low, moderate, and high risk, and

is the injury-risk criterion, and should be

equal to or less that 1.

Table 1. Dynamic Response Limit Values for
Low, Moderate, and High Risk

Low

risk

Moderate

risk

High risk

DRXL

DRX>0 DRX<0

DRYL DRZ_

DRZ>0 DRZ<0Conventional Side

restraint panels

35 28 14 15 15.2 9

40 35 17 20 18 12

46 46 22 30 22.8 15

This model was applied by inputting the

forward (x) and vertical (z) components of

acceleration obtained from the pilot and copilot

seats into the dynamic response model

described by Equation 1. No side component of
acceleration was input since it was not

measured in the test. Data from other locations

indicates that the side accelerations were

minimal and, therefore, the omission of this

component should not significantly affect these

computations. The results of this injury risk
assessment are shown in Figure 18. For the

pilot, all three of the risk assessment curves
exceed the threshold value of 1.0, indicating a

high risk of injury. For the copilot, the high risk
curve is close to 1.0, but does not exceed the

threshold. Thus, the results indicate a moderate

risk of injury for the copilot.

pilot and copilot dummies are 1,912 and 1,921
Ibs., respectively. These loads occur during

fuselage floor impact and about .005 seconds

after the peak pelvis vertical acceleration. They
exceed the 1,500-1b.threshold for spinal injury

which is the maximum load for civil seat

certification [12].

2
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-0,5
0
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(a) Pilot.

I--Low risk I i !
- - - Moderate risk I i i
.....Highrisk I !........i.....

'i.ii.,,.........-
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0,25 0,3

Time, s

(b) Copilot.

Figure 18. Injury risk assessment for the pilot
and copilot dummies.

Head Injury Criteria (H/C)

Spinal Force

A second injury assessment criteria,

defined in FAR Part 27.562 (c), is that spinal

load should not exceed 1,500 Ibs [12]. Both the

pilot and copilot dummies were instrumented
with lumbar load cells to measure force along

the spine. A plot of lumbar load versus time is

shown in Figure 19 for the pilot and copilot

dummies. Initially the load is tensile perhaps
from the forward motion of the dummy as the

helicopter slows down horizontally. The

maximum compressive loads measured for the

The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standard 208 (FMVSS 208 [18]) includes a head

impact tolerance specification called the Head

Injury Criteria (HIC) [19]. The HIC was originally

developed as a modification of the Wayne State

University Tolerance Curve [20] and is

calculated by the following equation:

1HIC = (t 2 _ tl) [ t2_ tl

t 2

j a(t) dt] 2"5 }

tl

11



where tl is the initial time of integration, t2 is the
final time of integration, a(t) is the resultant

acceleration in g's measured at the center-of-

gravity of the head. The FMVSS 208
establishes a maximum value of 1000 for the

HIC, which is associated with a 16 percent risk

of serious brain injury. It also specifies that the

time interval used in the integration should not

exceed .036 seconds. Limitations in using the

HIC have been documented in the literature [21],

including a study that found that the critical time
duration used in the HIC calculation should be

less than .015 seconds [19]. For this evaluation,

both time intervals are used in the HIC

calculation.

5OO

0

-500

-1000

- 1500

-2000

Lumbar load, Ibs.

1000 - , ....... - ....... -_-_

................................................'iiiii.i,

.............i................. !.........i............

t t',i.................
_. _._ _

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

Time, s

Figure 19. Filtered pilot and copilot vertical
lumbar load responses.

The resultant head acceleration

responses were calculated for both the pilot and

copilot dummy occupants, as plotted in Figure
20. For the pilot, only the vertical and side

components of acceleration were used in the

calculation, since the forward acceleration data
was lost after 0.15 seconds. All three

acceleration components (forward, side, and

vertical) were used in determining the resultant
acceleration response of the copilot dummy. A

45-g peak head acceleration of short duration is
observed in the pilot dummy at 0.18 seconds.

The copilot experiences a peak acceleration of

almost 500-g at 0.188 seconds. The duration of
this acceleration spike is approximately .003

seconds. The data shown in Figure 20 were

used to calculate HIC values for time intervals of

0.036 and 0.015 seconds. The initial time, tl,

12

used in the HIC calculations was varied

systematically from the beginning of the pulse to
determine the maximum value of HIC for each

occupant.

4O
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2O
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(a) Pilot response.
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(b) Copilot response.

Figure 20. Resultant acceleration responses of

the pilot and copilot head.

The results of the HIC analysis, shown

in Table 2, indicate minimal risk of brain injury

due to head strike for the pilot. However,
without the forward component of head

acceleration, it is not possible to provide an

accurate HIC assessment for the pilot occupant

and the results must be viewed with caution.

The copilot obviously experienced a head

impact during the crash test with a higher risk for

injury. The copilot HIC values were 713 and
1185 for time intervals of 0.036- and 0.015-



seconds, respectively. These resultsalso
confirmthe needto evaluateHICfor different
timeintervals.In thiscase,thehighervalueof
HIC(greaterthan 1000)was foundusingthe
shorter(0.015second)timeinterval.

Table2.Summaryofheadinjuryassessment.

Peakresultantheadaccel.,g
Timeofpeakacceleration,s
HICfortimedurationof.036s
HICfortimedurationof.015 s

Pilot Copilot
44.7 486.7

0.183 0.188

58 713
38 1185

Whole-Body Accelera tion Tolerance

The crew and troop occupant

acceleration responses are compared with

whole-body acceleration tolerance data
established by Eiband [22]. The Eiband

acceleration tolerance levels were determined

from sled impact tests on human volunteers,

pigs, and chimpanzees that were conducted for

a single input acceleration pulse in the lateral,

longitudinal, and vertical directions. Since the
ACAP helicopter crash test was performed
under combined velocity conditions, the results

of this comparison must be considered as a

baseline only. In addition, the Eiband curve
was determined for a trapezoidal-shaped input

acceleration pulse consisting of three phases: a

ramp up phase to a uniform acceleration phase
followed by a ramp down phase, as illustrated in

Figure 21. The duration and magnitude of the
uniform phase of the acceleration pulse, shown
as the cross-hatched area in Figure 21, is then

plotted on the Eiband curve. However, the
vertical acceleration responses of the crew and

troop occupants during the ACAP helicopter
crash test are sinusoidal in shape, not

trapezoidal, as indicated in Figure 21.

Consequently, the maximum acceleration value

and the pulse duration of the sinusoidal-shaped
acceleration response were plotted on the

Eiband curve. This approach was used for the

pilot, copilot, and troop results and it provides a
conservative estimate of injury prediction.

The magnitude and duration of the pilot

chest and pelvis vertical acceleration responses

are plotted on the Eiband curve in Figure 22.
These data fall on the border between areas of

moderate and severe injury. Likewise the

magnitude and duration of the copilot torso

sternum (chest) vertical acceleration responses

are plotted on the Eiband curve in Figure 23.

For the copilot, the results fall slightly more into
the area for moderate injury. Finally, the

magnitude and duration of the vertical chest

acceleration responses of the right and left troop

dummies are plotted on the Eiband curve in

Figure 24. The troop data also fall into the area

for moderate injury.
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......1]
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Figure 21. Vertical acceleration of the pilot

dummy pelvis fitted to the Eiband trapezoidal

pulse.

Injury Assessment Reference Values for

Restrained Occupants

Injury Assessment Reference Values

(IARVs) are specified in Reference 23 for
restrained Hybrid Ill dummy occupants,

including head and neck forces and moments;
head and chest accelerations; neck force and

moment; and femur loads. These injury

guidelines are listed in Table 3 along with

corresponding values from the modified Hybrid

III anthropomorphic dummy representing the

copilot, where applicable. The results shown in
Table 3 are for a mid-size (50th percentile) male

occupant. The IARVs have been suggested as

guidelines for assessing injury potentials
associated with measurements made with

Hybrid Ill-type adult dummies. It should be
noted that the IARVs refer to a human response

level below which a specified injury is

considered unlikely to occur for the given size
individual. The data for the copilot dummy are

less than the IARVs listed in Table 2 with the

exception of head/neck tensile force, neck

compression force, and HIC. These results

indicate a high probability of head and neck

injury as a result of head strike.
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Figure 22. Pilot chest and pelvis vertical
acceleration responses plotted on the Eiband

curve.
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Figure 23. Copilot chest vertical acceleration

response plotted on the Eiband curve.
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Figure 24. Vertical chest acceleration data of the

troop dummies plotted on the Eiband curve.

Table 3. Comparison of copilot data with Injury
Assessment Reference Values (IARVs).

Units Mid-size Copilot

male dummy

IARV data

Head/neck
Flex moment in-lb. 1684 518.1

Extension moment in-lb. 505 215.2

Shear (fore/aft) lb. 247 245.9
Tension lb. 247 617.5

Compression lb. 247 217.5

Chest acceleration g 60 47.7

(tore/aft)

Head (t 2- t,)_< 15 ms HIC 1000 1185

Neck

Neck moment in-lb. 1684 1201.8

Neck compression lb. 247 444.4

Discussion of Results

The chest acceleration comparisons

between the crew and troop dummy occupants

shown in Figures 6 and 7 appear to be
counterintuitive. These plots indicate that the

troop occupants experienced lower forward and
vertical chest acceleration responses than did

the crew dummies, in spite of the fact that the

crew seats exhibited 9.5- and 14.5-inches of

stroking and the troop seats had minimal

stroking. The explanation for this behavior is

that the troop dummies benefited from the fact

that they were located in close proximity to the

center-of-gravity of the helicopter and were

placed almost directly above the main landing

gear. To illustrate this point, the raw
acceleration data obtained from accelerometers

located on the floor near the pilot and right troop,

and near the copilot and left troop were

integrated to obtain the vertical velocity

responses shown in Figure 25. The initial

velocity was determined for each location as the
sum of the initial vertical velocity of the center-

of-gravity plus the rotational component which is

the pitch angular velocity times the distance
from the accelerometer location to the center-of-

gravity. As shown in Figure 25, the magnitude
of the velocity response of the pilot and copilot

floor increases slightly for the first 0.1 seconds

of the pulse, whereas the magnitude of the

velocity response of the right and left troop floor

is decreasing during the same time period. At

the time of fuselage contact with the ground at
0.098 seconds, the velocity at the pilot and

copilot floor is approximately -460 in/s. The

corresponding velocity of the right and left troop

i4



floor is -300 in/s at the same time. Thus, the

right and left troop dummies benefited from the

energy attenuation achieved from crushing of
the aluminum honeycomb stage of the main

landing gear. In contrast, the original energy

absorbing nose gear was missing from the
ACAP helicopter and a modified civil helicopter

nose gear was retrofitted to the airframe. The

replacement gear was not designed to provide a

high-level of energy absorption and failed early

upon impact after providing 9 inches of stroke

[11].
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(a) Pilot and right troop floor.
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(b) Copilot and left troop floor.

Figure 25. Floor-level vertical velocity

responses.

It is interesting to note the differences in

the shape, magnitude, and duration of the pilot

and copilot chest acceleration responses in both
the vertical and forward directions, shown in

Figures 8(a) and 9(a). In general, the copilot
data exhibits a noisier response with more

oscillations than contained in the pilot data. In

contrast, the vertical and forward acceleration
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responses of the right and left troop, shown in

Figures 8(b) and 9(b), have the same overall

shape, duration, and magnitude. The variations

in crew occupant responses cannot be attributed
to differences in the seat pan or floor-level

acceleration pulses, which are shown in Figures

11 and 13, respectively. Therefore, the varying

responses must be attributed to the differences
in the Hybrid II (pilot) and the modified Hybrid III

(copilot) dummies.

It is evident from the copilot head and T-
1 thoracic acceleration responses, plotted in

Figures 6 and 7 respectively, and the head and
neck forces listed in Table 3 that the copilot

dummy experienced a head strike during the
crash test. As mentioned previously, a small

piece of cloth matching the fabric in the copilot's

flight suit was found on the left side of the
dummy's forehead that appeared to originate

from the dummy's knee. The actual head strike

with the dummy's knee could be seen in the

high-speed film, which showed that the copilot's

head and upper torso experienced a large
downward translation and forward rotation

during the test. The HIC values determined
from the resultant head acceleration of the

copilot ranged from 713 to 1185 depending on
the time interval used in the calculation. For the

mid-size Hybrid III dummy, HIC values greater
than 1000 are indicative of a 16 percent risk of

serious brain injury. The maximum one-
dimensional DRI value of 22.3 for the copilot

was the lowest of any of the four dummy

occupants, yet still indicates a 40% risk of spinal

injury. The spinal force measured for the copilot
was 1,921 Ibs, which exceeded the 1,500-1b.

threshold. In addition, the magnitude and

duration of the copilot chest acceleration

response falls into the region for moderate injury
on the Eiband whole-body acceleration

tolerance curve.

The pilot head and chest acceleration

responses do not indicate that the pilot

experienced a head strike during the crash test

and the corresponding HIC values were very

low, ranging from 38-58 depending on the time
interval used in the calculation. However,

without the forward component of acceleration, it

is not possible to provide an accurate HIC
assessment for the pilot occupant. The other

injury criteria indicate that the pilot experienced
moderate to severe injury. The maximum DRI

for the pilot was 28.6, indicating a greater than



50%riskof spinalinjury. Theriskassessment
for thepilotusingthedynamicresponsemodel
showninEquation1 indicatedthateachofthe
low-,moderate-,andhigh-riskcurvesexceeded
thethresholdvalue.Themaximumlumbarload
measuredforthepilotwas1,912Ibs,exceeding
the 1,500-lb.limitforspinalinjury. Finally,the
magnitudeand durationof the pilotchestand
pelvicverticalaccelerationresponsesfellonthe
borderbetweenmoderateandsevereinjuryon
the Eibandwhole-bodyaccelerationtolerance
curve.

Less detailed occupant response
informationwasavailableforthetroopdummies
as comparedto the crewdummiessincethey
werelessheavilyinstrumented.Themaximum
DRIvaluesfor theseoccupantsrangedfrom
28.6to 30,indicatinga greaterthan50%riskfor
spinalinjury. However,thesevaluesmustbe
viewedwithcaution,sincetheclothseatpansin
thetroopseatsfailedduringthetestallowingthe
buttocksof the dummyoccupantsto displace
throughthe seat frame. Consequently,the
verticalresponseof theseatframeis not likely
to bea goodindicatorof occupantresponseor
injury potentialfor the troop dummies. The
magnitudeand durationof the verticalchest
accelerationresponsesof theleftandrighttroop
dummiesfell intotheareaof moderateriskon
the Eibandwhole-bodyaccelerationtolerance
curve.

Finally, the overall assessmentof
occupant injury indicates that the ACAP
helicoptercrashtest resultedin a moderateto
high level of risk for injury. Althoughsome
injurieswouldlikelyhaveoccurredin thiscrash,
theprobabilityof afatalityisconsideredsmall.

ConcludingRemarks

A full-scale crash test of the Sikorsky

ACAP flight test helicopter was performed at the

Impact Dynamics Research Facility at NASA

Langley Research Center in June 1999. The

purpose of the test was to generate
experimental data for correlation with a
nonlinear, explicit transient dynamic crash

simulation developed using the MSC.Dytran

finite element code. For the test, the helicopter

was outfitted with two crew and two troop seats,

and four anthropomorphic test dummies. While

the results of the impact test and crash

simulation have been documented fairly
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extensively in the literature, the objective of this

paper is to present the detailed occupant

response data obtained from the crash test and
to correlate the results with injury prediction

models. These injury models include the

Dynamic Response Index (DRI), the Head Injury
Criteria (HIC), the spinal load requirement
defined in FAR Part 27.562(c), and a

comparison of the duration and magnitude of the

occupant vertical acceleration responses with
the Eiband whole-body acceleration tolerance

curve.

The pilot was a 50th percentile Hybrid II

male dummy that was placed in a used

commercial military-qualified helicopter seat

provided by the US Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory (USAARL). This seat contained two

invertube energy absorbers. New MA-16 inertia

locking reels were used with lap and shoulder
belts to restrain the dummy occupant during the

test. USAARL also supplied a 50th percentile

modified Hybrid Ill male dummy with a self-

contained data acquisition system (DAS) for the

left front crew (copilot). The copilot dummy was

secured in a used commercial military-qualified

helicopter seat of a different design than the pilot
seat. This seat contained six "torshock" energy

absorbers. Likewise, an MA-16 inertial locking
reel was used in conjunction with the restraint

system to limit the displacement of the dummy
occupant during the test. Two 50th percentile

Hybrid II male dummies were used for the right
and left troop occupants. These dummies were
seated in ceiling-suspended troop seats with

wire bender energy absorbers that were

mounted in the rear cabin area. New wire

bender energy absorbers were installed in the

troop seats; however, these seats were used
and the seating material was in poor condition.

The head and chest acceleration

responses of the copilot indicate a strong
likelihood of head strike. In fact, the HIC values

for the copilot ranged from 713 to 1185,

depending on the time interval used in the
calculation. A HIC of 1000 is associated with a

16 percent risk of serious brain injury. The
maximum one-dimensional DRI value of 22.3 for

the copilot was the lowest of any of the four

dummy occupants, yet still indicates a 40% risk

of spinal injury. The spinal force measured for

the copilot was 1,921 Ibs, which exceeded the

1,500-1b. threshold. In addition, the magnitude
and duration of the copilot chest acceleration



responsefallsintotheregionfor moderate injury
on the Eiband whole-body acceleration
tolerance curve. The head and chest

acceleration responses of the pilot dummy give
no indication of head strike and HIC values for

the pilot are very low, ranging from 38 to 58.
However, the maximum DRI for the pilot was
28.6 and the lumbar load was 1,912-1b., both of

which are strong indicators of severe spinal

injury. Less detailed occupant response
information was available for the troop dummies

as compared to the crew dummies since they
were less heavily instrumented. However, the

magnitude and duration of the vertical chest
acceleration responses of the left and right troop

dummies fell into the area of moderate risk on

the Eiband whole-body acceleration tolerance

curve.

Finally, the overall assessment of

occupant injury indicates that the ACAP

helicopter crash test resulted in a moderate to

high level of risk for injury. Although some
injuries would likely have occurred in this crash,

the probability of a fatality is considered small.
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